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Divergent theciies o&r two pss~ble connections between nonresidentid lard land Use physical 

dererioration among &an residential shtetbloeks. lane Jsmbs's model of sheet blocks indicates 

that blacks with more nonresidential lard use will be better kept; studies of tenitotial M o n i n g  

inhate mat nonreridenM h d  uses hvrfrre uith mident-b&rd informal social conml Hur, a 
wwpuisunof Rdtimurr and llulacklph~a ind~cates aslglvflcanl positive cunrlatron between latent 

~ n s k d s  for physical deterioration and nonresidential land use. Residential blocks with more 

nomsidentid land uses may have more incivilities becansethe uses dmw mne people to ths block 

andlor becaw the uses interfere wih mikident-based territorial functioning. 

%o merent theoretical perspectives suggest different signs for the 
correlation between physical deterioration and nonresidential land uses. 
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Jacobs's (1961, 1968) model of healthy blocks suggests anegativecorrelation. 
Models of resident-based territorial functioning suggest a positive one. 

I 
Jacobs (1968,78) focused on residents' contributions to street safety and 

found that "the sidewalk and street peace . . . is kept primarily by an intricate, 

almost unconscious network of voluntary controls and standards among the 
people themselves and enforced by the people themselves." She argued that 

both residents and shopkeepers contribute to street safety (pp. 80.82). Streets 
with stores on the ground floor and apartments above represent safer mange- 

i ments than streets with only apartments (p. 82). Such arrangements promote 

"intricacy of sidewalk use," the key to "a marvelous order for maintaining 

the safety of the streets" (p. 90). During the day and the ea~ly evening, the 
stores draw patrons; traversing the street, their mere presence contributes to 

its safety. Jacobs based her thesis on several years' experience living on 

Hudson Sweet in New York City and on observations of neighborhoods and 

conversations with neighbors in other cities. 
Jacobs's thesis (1961, 1968) suggests that mixed land use in apredomi- 

nantly residential context promotes a denser pattern of regular street usage 

and more extensive informal social control. Land uses other than stores, such 
I as small institutions or businesses, also will draw regular users and promote 

street safety, according to Jacobs. If this is so, these blocks should be 
"healthier," and vandalism, litter, graff~ti, and other signs of physical dete- 

rioration--such as abandoned buildings-should be less evident on such 

I 
blocks. Several researchers havc suggested that such deterioration is intergreted 

by residents as clues to a weak or weakening local public order and high or 

increasing chances of victimization (e.g., Lewis and Salem 1986). They have 

labeled such deterioration physical incivilities. 

1 In contrast to Jacobs's (1961, 1968) thesis, scholars using a tenitorial 
I 

I 
model in their work on resident-based informal social control suggest that 
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nonresidential land uses on a block impair resident-based control (Taylor 

1987,1988; Taylor and Brower 1985; Taylor, Gottfredson, and Brower 1981, 

1984; McPherson, Silloway, and Frey 1983). As distance from the home 

increases, residents experience declining informal social control. As they 
pass from inside the house to outside, from their property to the sidewalk in 

front, down the block, and from their block to another block, they experience 

progressively decreasing (1) responsibility for events occumng, (2) ability 

to recognize others, and (3) ability to keep people out of spaces or to control 
the activities of persons in those spaces. Informal control on the total block 

emerges from a web of overlapping, homecentered domains of resident- 
based control. On blocks where residents know one another better, the 

domains extend farther out from the home and control wanes more gradually 

(Taylor, Gottfredson, and Brower 1981). 

Nonresidential land uses on a residential block interfere with informal 
control for two reasons. First, every address on the block without an occupied 
dwelling unit represents a "hole" in the resident-based fabric that adjoins a 

stretch of sidewalk for which no resident will take responsibility. Workers in 

a store or a beauty salon, for example, may look after events out on the 

sidewalk during operating hours, but their presence is limited to only certain 
hours. Furthermore, although they are present, their willingness to manage 

street life may not be as strong or dependable as a resident's would be, 
especially in locales where shopkeepers differ from residents in class or race. 

Class or ethnic differences between store personnel and residents may make 
it difficult for proprietors or their employees to interpret the behavior of 

people on the sidewalk (Merry 1981). 

Besides removing residents who could contribute to the web of informal 
social control, nonresidential land uses also draw outsiders to a block. 

Although their presence on the block may be legitimate, it alters the ratio of 

outsiders to regulars on a block, lessening the familiarity of faces that 

residents see around them and encouraging residents to withdraw from 
outdoor public spaces (Baum, Davis, and Aiello 1978). These changes may 

further dampen the effectiveness of attempts at informal social control or 
reduce residents' willingness to attempt informal social control. 

Thus, on blocks with more nonresidential land uses, residents who would 
help manage the block have been removed and more outsiders are drawn to 
or through the street block-the number, type, and timing depending upon 

the nature of the specific land uses and the adjoining context. F'rior studies 
(Baum, Davis, and Aiello 1978; McPherson and Silloway 1983) indicate that 
these changes will weaken residents' ability fa control events on the street 
informally. ?herefore, deterioration should be more prevalent on such blocks.' 

METHODS 

BALTIMORE DATA COLLEClED IN 1987 

In 1987, we drew a sample of 50 street blocks, one from each of 50 

randomly selected  neighborhood^.^ The street block was defined as both sides 

of a street, bounded by cross streets or a dead end. Trained raters completed 

the on-site assessments of land use and deterioration. They rated not only the 
overall block but also individual units. For each of eight randomly selected 

residential properties on each block and for each nonresidential or mixed-use 

building on each block, raters observed litter, vandalism, lack of exterior 
maintenance, security and alarm signs, and signs of occupancy or abandon- 

ment. Of the sample of 50 blocks, 45 were independently and simultaneously 

assessed by two raters, and the remainder by one rater? We had complete data 

on the variables used here for 47 of the 50 blocks and used thelistwisematrix 
for these 47 blocks in our analyses. 

The 50 neiehborhoods samuled orovide a broad cross section of Baltimore - . . 
neighborhoods. The 1980 census figures aggregated to neighborhoods 

showed that the percentage of African-American households ranged from .I 
to 99 (mean = 49) and the percentage of owner-occupied households ranged 

from 11 to 92 (mean = 50). 

PHILADELPWlA DATA COLLECTED PROM ONE LARGE COMMUNITY IN 1991 

In Philadelphia, we focused on one large North Philadelphia community: 

Logan. The community is predominantly African-American, but numerous 
other ethnic groups also reside there. Although Logan has some charac- 

teristics of an inner-city neighborhood, it is a relatively stable urban commu- 
nity with moderate levels of homeownership. Logan was the focus of a larger, 

communitywide, needs-assessment The 1990 census data showed 
African-American households ranging from 59% to 88% (mean = 79%) 

across the different tracts in the community and owner-occupied households 

I 
ranging from 55% to 74% (mean = 60%): 

Local residents and block captains completed physical surveys of blocks 
during the latter part of 1991. They followed a four-step procedure that 

included the identification and mapping of land use and physical conditions, 

the documentation and mapping of problems found in the public areas (e.g., 

I 
streets and sidewalks), aggregate information on conditions and counts 
concerning each block as a whole, and an assessment and mapping, where 

applicable, of alleyways located in the rear of buildings on either side of the 
blocks. Local block captains, who had completed a block survey for their 
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Table 1: Varinble~ lor Incivilities and Nonresidential Land Use 

Bal l imo~ Logm (Philadelphia) 

Variable Wzriable 

Comes Varioble Name ad Description Stnfirtics Wzrioblc Name andDcscriptim Sfaristics 

Dunension: Physlcal Deterioration 

Vandalism AGVANDAL 
Category rating based on interval 

sample of 8 residential addresses per 

block. Higher score indicates more of 

the amibute. 

UUm AGLITI'ER 
Category rating based on interval 
sample of 8 residential addresses per 

block. Higher score indicates more of 

the atbibute. 

Abandoned residential ABANPROP 

P w c s  Proportion of addressses with abandomd 

residentid struchue. 

Residential dilapidation AGDILAP 
Category rating based on intesval 

sample of 8 residential addresses per 

block Higher score indicates more of 

the amibute. 

Dimension: Nonresidential Land Use 

Proportion stores STORPROP 
Proportion of addresses that were 

stores. 

Fmprtian other NRZPROP 

nonresidential Land Proportion of addresses rhat were 

uses nonresidential land uses other than 

vacant lots or scores. 

Mean = ,098 

SD = ,137 
Min = 0 
Man: ,563 

a = .80 

Mean = ,439 

SD = ,292 
Min=O 

Max = .938 

a = .90 

Mean = ,041 
SD = ,071 

Min = 0 

Man = ,308 

a=.% 

Mean = .471 

SD = ,266 

Min = 0 

Max=l 

a = .82 

Mean = ,007 

SD = ,025 
Min = 0 

Max = ,167 

a= .84  

Mean = .m 
SD = ,044 

Min = 0 

Max = ,214 

a = .91 

VANDAL 

Four category rating of 
seriousness of vandalism. 

LrnGRAF 
Index based on 4 category ratings 
of liltcr and graffiti, which were 
z-scored and added. 

RESABP 
Pmportion of addresses b t  are 

abandoned residential units. 

PAINTR 

Four category rating scale of the 

number of homes in need of 
exterior paint 

s m  
FToprtion of addresses with 

viable stares. 

NONRESZP 
Proportion of addresses with 

nonresidential land u s ,  

excluding vacant lots, that are 

not s m s .  

Mean = 1.63 

SD = L.OM 

Min=l  
Max - 4 

a = . W  

Mean = -.a8 
SD = 1.779 
Min = -2.059 
Max = 3.635 

a = .73 

Mean = ,081 
SD = ,138 

Min=O 

Max = .723 

a = ,995 

Mean = 2.959 

SD = 1.648 

Min = 0 

Max=5 

a = .60 

Mean = ,091 

SD = ,232 
Min = 0 

Max = ,989 

a = .989 

Mean = .On 
SD = ,076 
Min=O 

Max = ,667 

u = ,994 

Nonresidential NRDLPROP Mean = .016 ABSTOREP Mean = .Ol 

dilapidation Roparion of nonresidential land SD = ,045 Proportion of addresses with SD = .04. 

uses in dilapidated condition. Min=O abandoned stores. Min = 0 

Max = .262 Max = ,286 
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own block, administered the reliability check by conducting the physical 

block survey for a random 10% of the blocks. From this 10% sample of the 
blocks, we calculated Cronbach's alpha, our measure of interrater reliability. 

ANALYTIC APPROACH ANDVARIABLES 

Our central focus is to select observed variables representing nonresiden- 
tial land use and observed variables representing physical deterioration, to 

construct two latent variables from these two sets of observed variables, and 
to find whether these two latent variables correlate with each other after 

controlling for error structures and ecological structure as needed. 

We found it was not necessary to control for structural variation with our 
Philadelphia data, because race. stability, and class did not correlate signifi- 

cantly with the latent variables identified. The problem reduces to a congeneric 

measurement model (Joreskog and Sorbom 1988, The factor analysis is 

confirmatory because we decided a priori which observed variable is associ- 
ated with which latent variable. Variables representing physical deterioration 

and incivilities contribute solely to the latent variable for incivilities (Inci- 

vall). Variables representing nonresidential land use contribute solely to that 

latent variable (Nomes). 
With the Baltimore data, we found that the structural variables correlated 

with the latent variables of interest; therefore, we conducted a full structural 

equation model. Each structural variable is assumed to represent with error. 

an underlying latent structural variable. Each of these is allowed to correlate 
with the other structural variables and to influence the two latent variables of 

interest (Incivall and Nonres). Further, we assumed that the land-use mix on 

the block influences deterioration (Nonres + Incivall) and estimated this 
coefficient between the two latent  variable^.^ 

Reliable variables tapping physical deterioration that were available in 

both sites appear in Table 1: vandalism, litter, abandoned homes, and exterior 

condition of residential units? For Baltimore, the scores on each block were 
based on the eight sampled addresses. For Philadelphia, the scores were based 

on category ratings for the entire block. 

We used three variables to tap nonresidential land uses: The fmt variable was 

stores, and the second was nonresidential land uses other than stores or vacant 
lots? These variables were converted to propo~tions using total addresses as the 

denominator. For Baltimore, the third variable was the proportion of nonresiden- 
tial smctures that were in dilapidated condition. For Philadelphia, the third 

variable was abandoned stores as aproportion of total addresses on the block. 

Flgure 1: Relatlonshlps Between Soclal Structure, Latent Variable for NonmsC 
dentlal Land Use and Latent Variable for Phvslcal lnclvllities Across 
Baltimore Street Blocks (n = 47) 

NOTE: Latent variables in ellipses; observed vmiables in rectangles. Pmte r s  not show set 
10 m. 

I As the means and standard deviations in Table 1 show, several variables 

are highly skewed. Consequently, we treated the variables as ordinal and 

analyzed matrices of Kendall's tau-B coefficients. 

RESULTS 

1 BALTIMORE 

I 
The final model obtained for Baltimore appears in Figure 1, which shows 

standardized c~efficients.'~ The model provides excellent fit to the sample 
matrix: ~ ' (34 )  = 41.74. p = 0.17, the goodness-of-fit index (GFI) = .98, and 

I the adjusted goodness-of-fit index (AGFI) = .97. 
When observed vandalism was used as the reference variable for physical 

I 
deterioratior,, all three of the other indicators showed sizable and significant 

loadings on the latent construct (Incivall): .77 for litter (t = 7 . 8 8 , ~  < ,001); 
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.79 for abandoned properties (r = 7.31; p < .001); and .57 for residential 

dilapidation (t = 5.39, p < .001)." In short, the four measures of physical 

deterioration showed strong convergent validity. 
To define the latent variable for nonresidential land use (Nom),  we used the 

proportion of addresses that were stores as the referencevariable, fixing its loading 

to 1.0. The other hvo observed variables showed sizable and significant loadings 

on the latent conshuct: 1.31 for other nonresidential land uses ( t  = 6.55, p < ,001) 
and 1.67 for nonresidential dilapidation (t = 5.70, p < ,001). Therefore, there is 

strong evidence of convergent validity for the nonresidential conshuct as well. 

Turning to the effects of the structural variables, we found a positive but 
nonsignificant impact of African-American neighborhood population on the 

latent variable for incivilities (y= .19; t < 1). It is in the direction suggested 

by Logan and Molotch (1987) in their work on urban property relations, with 

blocks in African-American neighborhoods experiencing moredeterioration. 

Presumably, this is due to patterns of disinvestment or lax code enforcement 

in these locales (pp. 128-29). 
Given these same property relations, one would expect that higher-class 

neighborhoods would be less deteriorated and, because residents there can 
fight more effectively against zoning changes (Crenson 1983), more predomi- 

nantly residential. We see that blocks in neighborhoods in which residents are. 
more educated experience somewhat less physical deterioration (y = -.26, t = 
-1.34,~ <.lo) and less nonresidential land use (y=-.18, t =-2.15,~ < .05). 

Fmally, there is a small negative impact of stability on nonresidential land use: 

In more stable neighborhoods, blocks have less nonresidential land use (y=-.ll, 

t < -1). Presumably, in neighborhoods with higher proportions of homeowners, 
midents can fight zoning changes to nonresidential land use more effectively. 

Turning to the theoretical center of our inquiry, we found a significant and 

positive impact of nonresidential land use (Nonres) on physical deterioration 

(Incivall): P =  .43 (t = 2.68, p [Ztailed] < .02). Blocks scoring higher on the 
latent construct representing nonresidential land use have more widespread 

deterioration. This coefficient supports the hypothesis described earlier based 

on resident-centered territorial functioning; it is opposite to the prediction 

made by Jacobs's (1961,1968) m ~ d e l . ' ~  
Correlations between different aspects of ecological structure and 

between error terms were allowed for in the described model.13 

PHILADELPHIA 

The analysis of the data from the community of Logan in North Philadel- 

phia was similar to the Baltimore analysis. We defined two latent constructs, 
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Flgure2: Rolatlonshlp Betwean Latent Varlablelor Nonresldentlal Land Useand 
Latent Variable lor Physical Incivilities Across 116 Street Blocks From 
the Logan ~eiqhborhood In PhlladelDhia 

NOTE: Blocks withthe si&iog homes are not includedin this analysis (see text note 4). Latent 
j van'sblcs in ellipses; obselved vacirbles in -tangles. P ~ a m e t e r r  not shown set VI zero Model 

allows only one latent vanable for nonresidential land use. 

Incivall and NON~S.  We used the same reference variables for each latent 
construct and assumed the observed variables correlated only with one latent 

construct. The only difference was that it was not necessary to include latent 
constructs for class-related dimensions in the Philadelphia analysis. None of 
the three (race, stability, or class) significantly influenced the latent con- 

structs. The confirmatory solution provided a moderately close fit to the 

sample matrix, as shown by the fit measures (GFl = 34, AGFI = .74). 
I However, a significant chi-square statistic shows that a significant lack of fit 

between the fitted model and thesample matrix remained, ~ ' (18 )  = 196,p < ,001. 

I 
AU but one of the observed variables loaded significantly on their respective 

latent conshuct Incivall was as well defined by the Philadelphia data as it was by 

the Baltimore data; Nonres was less clearly defined by the Philadelphia data. 

I 
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All the loadings on Incivall were sizable and significant: .72 for the litter 
and graffiti index (1 = 7.92, p < ,001). .59 for the measure of residential 

dilapidation (t = 7.20; p < ,001). and .28 for the measure of abandoned 

residential homes (1 = 4.27; p < ,001). The measure of abandoned stores 

showed a significant loading (.38; t = 4.82, p < ,001) on the latent construct 
for nonresidential land use (Nonres), but the measure of other nonresidential 

land uses, excluding stores and vacant lots (NONRES2P), did not show a 

significant coefficient (.06; t < I)  (see Figure 2). 

Nevertheless, when we came to the key feature of our analysis, the 
correlation between the two latent constructs, we observed apositive, sizable, 

and significant coefficient in Philadelphia (@ = .31, t = 4.30, p < .Wl)." 

NONRESIDENTIAL LAND USE 
CORRELATES WITH PHYSICAL DETERIORATION 

To put the present results in context, we underscore that we are discussing 

nonresidential land uses, commercial and otherwise, nested within predomi- 
nantly residential contexts. We have not completed a detailed analysis of the 

types of businesses and stores present. These results may not apply to larger, 

more centrally located commercial areas that may or may not be located in a 

predominantly residential context. They may not apply to mixed-land-use 
blocks with very different types of businesses. 

IMPORTANCE OF SITES 

The locations discussed here, however, are important to urban residents. 

Numerous regional science studies c o n f m  heavy use of local facilities by 

inner-city residents and low rates of "outshopping" by such residents (e.g., 

Hermann and Beik 1969). Current studies in locations such as Salt Lake City 
confirm high rates of in-neighborhood facility usage and high rates of 

within-neighborhood shopping, although the rates for the latter vary by type 

of item (Salt Lake Neighborhood Housing Services and the Fairpark Com- 

munity Council 1992). In the locations studied here, data suggest a compa- 
rable pattem.'"n short, although the results presented here may not apply to 

different types of commercial blocks, to mixed-use blocks in different types 

of contexts, or to locations where the nonresidential land uses represent 
different types of businesses than those examined here, the locations we 

examined are important to the routine activities of urban residents. 

SEARCH FOR RELEVANT PROCFSSES 

Our central finding is a positive correlation, in two different cities. 

between the incidence of nonresidential land uses on a street block and the 

incidence of physical deterioration there. The significant association suggests 

that resident-based informal control is weaker on blocks that are less homo- 
geneously residential. A study using police calls (Kurtz, Koons, and Taylor 

1995) found evidence supporting this line of reasoning. Weaker resident- 

based informal control is implicit in higher levels of physical deterioration. 
We hope that future studies will pinpoint the factors responsible for the 

weakening. Is it due to more outsiders being present on less homogeneously 
residential blocks? to fewer residents? to residents being less willing to get 

to know one another on busier streets (Baum, Davis, and Aiello 1978)? or to 
a combination of these factors? In the language of routine-activity theory: Is 

it due to fewer natural guardians, more reluctant natural guardians, or more 

potential victims and offenders? 

Jacobs's (1961, 1968) model, in which local businesses conhibute to the 
density of regular street traffic and the street order, is not supported by the 

presentresults. Why?We thinktheanswermay liepartly in changesoccurring 

in many urban residential neighborhoods since the 1950s. In central-city 
neighborhoods now, as compared to40 years ago, owners of local businesses 
are more likely to belong to a different ethnic group than the residents. For 

example, although Koreans run many small stores in Logan, most of the 

residents are African-American. This cultural distance between residents and 

shopkeepers probably makes it difficult for the shopkeepers to "decode" 
events occurring on the street (Merry 1981) and to contribute substantially 

to the street order. In addition, small businesses now, as compared to small 

businesses in the same location 40 years ago, may be less likely to have 
evening store hours. Therefore, in the evening hours, the spaces in front of 

these establishments can be readily appropriated by individuals who may not 

be block "regulars." 
Because of such changes, the sidewalk in front of a store or a small 

business now, as compared to that same location 40 years ago, is probably 

covered by a weaker network of informal controls duringtheday and evening 

hours. Of course, other changes in these neighborhoods also may have 

contributed to a weaker contour of informal resident-based control in these 

locations and in other locations on a block. 
Regarding policy, the results presented here may prove relevant to current 

concerns about community policing (Greene and Taylor 1988), crime hot 
spots (Sherman, Gmin, and Buerger 1989). and fear of crime (Lewis and 
Salem 1986). In recent years, numerous community policing efforts have 
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focused on reducing signs of physical deterioration on blocks. Our results 

suggest that such strategies might be enhanced by a recognition of the 
connection behveen physical incivilities and land use. Community police 
officers might be more effective in helping residents reduce incivilities on 

blocks without nonresidential land uses than on blocks with such land uses. 

Community police officers also might want to consider the residential or 
nonresidential characteristics of a block as they evaluate relative risk across 

a range of blocks for increases in disorder and signs of disorder. 

Work on crime hot spots shows that some types of land uses, such as bars, 

are troublesome (Roncek and Bell 1981), that commercial locations in 
nonresidential contexts generate large numbers of calls for predatory crimes 

(Sherman, Gartin, and Buerger 1989, Table 5). and that residential street 

blocks with more nonresidential land uses have higher crime rates (Perkins 

et al. 1990). To fully understand the connections, we need longitudinal work 
linking crime, land uses, and changes in deterioration on street blocks. Such 
work would be difficult to complete given the slow rate at which land uses 

change from residential to nonresidential. Nevertheless, the current work 

generally suggests that urban officials may wish to carefully monitor zoning 

variance requests, business license requests, and code enforcement in neigh- 

borhoods at risk of increasing crime due to other factors because of the 

implications such decisions may have for informal social control and crime. 
Of course, scholars would need much more detailed information on effects 

of specific types of nonresidential mixes and specific business uses to assist 

these offtcials effectively. 

In work on fear of crime, scholars link safety concerns with physical 
deterioration (e.g., Covington and Taylor 1991; Taylor, Shumaker, and 

Gottfredson 1985). Our results suggest that the decisions made by urban 

officials allowing or not allowing various nonresidential land uses may also 

have implications for residents' sense of personal vulnerability. 

NOTES 

1. In one mdv in which scholars amaed to m t  Jambs's healthy-sm mixed-laduse madel 

winsf tk tari& resident-tered'madel, &enberg, Willia&, and R o k  (1982) (see also 
Cmnbere and Rohe 1984) emmimi k reldonshio h e m  tk mmrmition ofblocks in n e i w -  

hmdr; Gtkneighbntmdnimerate,usinginf~timfromsk~~~taneighbmhoods. %yYfound 
bt' land u s  in low crirrr neiehbahmds wasboih mne homopeneous and moremidenlial h was 

land use in high- ne ighbo-W(p.  153). For several --N, howew. k Atlanta study did not 

mvi& a d i ~ c r  test of & relative merit of he two models discussed d m .  Althoueh land uw was - 
assased at the block level, tk mearchers used census blocks, which c o r n  pis of four different 
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s o e i a l p p i n g s s p e a d ~ f w r d i f f s m t ~ b l o d i r r a m C r ~ t k u n i t s o f i n m e s t  

kresMblocks.Semnd~wtmm,highorlauaim,wasassessedattk~g~kvel 
h h at he block level. Third he researdm did nof samate out tk e f f m  of n e i e h M  ~ ~ - .  

ck&tion pattam, which also irdluenced clim. from the e f f m  of land-use mix. 

2. For details on sampling and physical assessment procedures, see Perldns. Meeks, and 

Taylor (1992). 

3. At the block level, reliabiliry for all items was excellent (see Prrkins. Meeks, and Taylor 

1992, Tables 1 and 2). For block-level social and physical characteristics. alph-~ was .85. 

.94, and ,539 forthedifferent sections of theinsmment; fortheitems basedonsampled addresses. 

it was .89. In theanalyses that follow, we will use 1 -a as our masure of ermr variance. 

4. In the southeastem wmrofLogan is a 28-blockslea knownas thesinkrng homes section. 

Buildings located in this area have been smchually deteriorating because of shifts in the land 
vnderneath the buildings. As a resulS blocks in this area have been either entirely or partially 

abandoned. Because this represents anther atypical urban problem, wereport analysesexelud- 

ing these blocks (n = 116 blocks). We have also wmpleted analyses including these blocks 

(available from the fmt author upon ques t ) :  they do not provide a substantively dillmnt set 

of findings. 

5. Although the Baltimore data are h m  1980 and the Phiiadelphia data are h m  1990, our 

purpose inusingthetwo sites is notcomparative but, rather, to test external validity ofetiological 

vatferns observed. 

6. Completedetails ofour analyticapproach,ermrtcrmestimation, andmodelingpmaedures 
are cunlnined in a technical rewrt available uwn request fmm the first author. We use 

I 
inshumentd variables estimation procedures in the analyses we repon. 

7. One reviewer suggested that physical deteriorationor physical incivilities could intluence 

land-use mix, leading to the convenion of residential to nonresidential units. Although this 
hypathesisis plausible, itrepresents athemtical penpectivedifferent fromthetwo heingested 

I here. Another reviewer suggested thal foot-traffic volume could lea4 over time, to a block with 

more mixed land use and to a more ohvsicallv deteriorated block. We find this hmthesis to be . .  . . . 
plausible also. A g a i ~  however, it is outside the two theoretical models we test hcre. 

8. For Philadelphia, we used an index combining litter and f l t t i .  

9. Vacant lots were not included because the concephlal staNs of lk variable was unclear. 

Vacant lots represem instances of both physical incivilities and nonresidential land use. 

10. The two observed variables. NRZPROPand NRDLPROP. have loadings greater than 1.0 

because STORPROP has a fixed loading of I .O on the latent variable (see Table 1 for definitions 
of the variables). This fixed loading "<drives" the metric for the latent eonrrmct and, thus, the 

loadings of the other two observed variables. 

11. We exprimnted with different referenffi variables for the two different consbucts. No 

appreciable differences in results emerged. 

12. This positive relationship does not emerge simply because Incivall and Nonm are both 
higher in neighborhoods in which residents are less educated. The indirect effect of education 

on Incivall via Nonm and rhe o h r  smctural variables (--08) represents a small portion of 

education's total effect (-.34). The relationship is not spurious (Blalock 1979.471) because it 

emerges even though education has adirect effect on both Incivall and Nonres. 

13. In the phi matrix. we observed a significant negative cornlation (Q = -39; t = -2.26. 

p [two-tailed] c .OS) befveen the proportion of the neighbarhood population that was African- 
American in 1980 and the proportion of owner-occupied housing uniu. This connection is in 

line with current analyses of urban property relatiom. The model contained three significant or 
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near-significant enur covariances: between vandalism and litter (-.43; t = -1.48). between 

abandoned property and vandalism (G.58, t = -2.27). and between abandoned pmpeny and 
dilapidation (-.42. t = -2.M). 

14. Modification indexes suggested several crmr wvariances. We retained two negative 
correlations that wensignificant: between the masunofviable stores (SFRVIP) and residential 

dilapidation (PAINTR) (4.29; t = -2.23, p < .05) and between viable stores and midentid 
abddonmcnt(RESABP)(4.20: t=-1.83,pc .lo). Wcconductcdan cxploratoryfacforanalysis 

with the Philadelphia data, allowing nonresidential land uses that were neirher stons nor vacant 

lots to define a second, separate latent consrmct for nonresidential land use i.Nonres2). This 

solution resulted in a markedly lower chi-square (df= 16) of 116 and somewhat better fit 

mas- (GFl = .88; AGFl = .79). In Lhis solution, physical deterioration (Incivall) and 

nonresidential land use (Nonres) remained significantly positively wrrelated ( 4  = .29; 1 = 4.49, 

p< .XU). Thecorrelationbetween lncivalland thesecond nomsidentiallatentconsmct, defined 

bv o h r  nonresidential uses (Nonres2). is nonsignificant ( 4  =-.lo). %refore, even when we 

allowed huo latent wnsrmcts caplm wnrsidential land use, we still found significant positive 
comlntians between Inrent mnsbucls fnincidities and st--relad nomqidential land use. 

15. Inasrwey of midents in Logan in F'hWelphia. Greene. K m .  and K& (1992) foundmat 

more h 73% of k h o l d s  mmkd  using tk local stnes at least wre a week w mare and 25% 

~porcedus in~kmat leas t four&aweekona~ .~  1982smy  of~altimnehwseboldsins 

random samde of66 wi&t&c& revealed Utat33W ofmwndens shooatd in * neiehbomood 
6wb alk&church in &iineighbntwod and ~ 4 6  used p& in hir&ighborhmd p a ~ l o r  1994). 
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